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Overview

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) and Etching (ALE) processes have emerged as the most important fabrication

process steps for the ultra large-scale integrated circuits devices. Both ALD and ALE provide highly con-

formal, aspect-ratio independent layer deposition/etching of thin films in deep feature structures such as 3D

NAND Flash memory devices [1] and FinFET logic devices. [2] The stringent nature of these device fabrication

requirements are illustrated by 3D memory devices that require massive arrays of very high-aspect ratio (¿50)

hole structures with critical hole diameter dimension of 100 nm. [3] ALD/ALE rely on a repeated sequence of

self-limiting steps to deposit/etch one atomic (mono)-layer of thin film at a time. [4] For example, in ALD with

a sequence of two steps in a cycle (Step A and Step B) where each step results in the deposition on top of, or the

activation of adatoms from the previous step, results in the desired self-limiting precision deposition process.

ALD/ALE rely on a repeated sequence of self-limiting steps to deposit/etch one atomic (mono)-layer of thin

film at a time. [4] For example, in ALD with a sequence of two steps in a cycle (Step A and Step B) where

each step results in the deposition on top of, or the activation of ad-atoms from the previous step, results in the

desired self-limiting precision deposition process.

Figure 1: Illustration of multi-step sequence of process steps for realizing self-limiting behavior in atomic-layer
deposition (ALD).

Figure 1 shows the example of a two-step deposition process cycle. Step A results in the “red” adatoms

being brought in by a precursor gas. By nature of the molecular bonding on the surface, the “red” atom can

stick only on the previously deposited “blue” adatoms and cannot stick on deposited “red” adatoms. This

results in a single monolayer of “red” atoms being deposited on the surface, and no more, during Step A. The

process duration for Step A is long enough that the entire surface is covered by the monolayer of “red” adatoms.

The next step (Step B) brings in precursors for the “blue” adatoms that stick only on the previously deposited

“red” adatom and with no propensity for sticking on deposited “blue” adatoms. Again, this results in a single

monolayer of “blue” adatoms being deposited by Step B. The cycle of Step A + Step B therefore accomplished

deposition of a single composite mono-layer the “blue-red” adatoms with great precision. The cycle A, B,

A, B, . . . is repeated for as many thin film mono-layers desired with excellent feature step coverage and film

thickness precision.
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Objective

This whitepaper discusses feature scale modeling of an ALD process using the VizGlow™ Particle Module.

A representative thermal ALD process for the deposition of SiOxNy thin film in a pattern of trench structures

is discussed. The transient evolution of the Si adatom deposition along the trench structure walls and the gas

precursor density evolution are discussed.

Table 1: Modules used for simulation

Module Description

Particle Particle module with finite-rate surface kinetics

Simulation setup

Figure 2: (a) Domain and (b) mesh for feature scale ALD HCD deposition simulations.

Figure 2(a) shows the domain and Figure 2(b) shows the mesh used for the simulations. The domain

comprises a pattern of 10 two-dimensional trenches with 5 micron open widths and 100 microns deep. Precursor

particles are launched from the boundaries labeled “inflow” and sticking type surface reactions occur on the

“wall” boundaries where the film deposition is assumed to occur. The wall boundaries represent the sidewalls

and the bottom walls of the trenches and the open area on the wafer surface as shown in Figure 2

We consider one step in the ALD cycle when Si atoms are deposited on the surface using the Si2Cl6 hex-

achlorodisilane HCD precursor. It is assumed that this step is preceded by a nitrogen incorporation step where

ammonia gas is used incorporate NHx radical on a Si surface. Hence the HCD step can be considered as a
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self-limiting step where the HCD radical sticks to the an NHx terminated site on the surface but cannot stick to

a site without NHx termination. The surface chemical reaction for this step can be written as

HCD + Si−NHx(s) −−−→ Si−NHx−HCD(s) + (gas products)

The above reaction proceeds with a very low sticking probability in the range 10−4 to 10−6. For sites without

the NHx termination the sticking probability is assumed 0. For our studies we use a sticking coefficient of 10−4.

The HCD molecular are launched at the inflow boundaries with a Maxwellian distribution with temperature of

650 °C and a partial pressure of 1 Pa.

For such low pressures and the small length scales in the domain, the HCD molecules are collision-less in

the gas phase and incur collisions only with the wall surfaces. Molecules incident from the domain on to the

inflow boundaries are assumed to escape the domain. Molecules that stick to the wall surface are removed

from the domain while contributing to the process of the above given surface chemical reaction. Molecules

that cannot stick to the wall are relaunched into the domain with an isotropic distribution function. Two surface

species are assumed at the surface Si−NHx(s) and Si−NHx−HCD(s). As the reaction proceeds the Si−NHx(s)

sites are removed and replaced with Si−NHx−HCD(s). The site fractions are tracked by solving the ordinary

differential reaction

∂Zk

∂t
=

ṡkσk

Γk
(0.1)

where k is the species index, Zk is the surface species site fraction, ṡk is the production rate of species, σk is the

occupancy of surface species on active sites, Γk is the site density of surface and γk is the sticking coefficient of

gas species on surface. The initial site fraction of Si−NHx(s) = 1 and Si−NHx−HCD(s) = 0. The surface site

density is assumed 1.04× 10−5 mol/m2. The occupancy of both species is assumed 1. As mentioned earlier the

sticking coefficient of the HCD precursor is assumed 10−4.

The time-step used to evolve the particle trajectories in the domain is 10−7 sec. The overall process time

of the HCD deposition step is large, typically ∼ 100’s of seconds. This means that tracking the simulation

to saturation will require 10’s millions of time-steps; clearly computationally infeasible. To overcome this

problem, the site fraction equations are time accelerated with each computational time-step for the particle

evolution representing x104 site-fraction equation time step.

Results

Figure 3(top) shows the surface site fraction of the Si−NHx−HCD(s) along a center trench sidewall for a

transient of about 500 sec. The right of the figure x-axis represents the top of the trench and the left of the x-axis

represents the bottom of the trench. The Figure 3(bottom) shows the corresponding site fraction of Si−NHx(s).

As stated earlier the initial (t = 0) site fraction of Si−NHx(s) is 1 and Si−NHx−HCD(s) is 0, meaning all

surface sites are NHx terminated. As time progresses sidewalls of the trench start reacting to convert to −HCD

terminated sites. The top part of the trench sidewall reacts more rapidly compared to the lower parts of the

sidewalls, owing to the precursor depletion as they react along the wall. The lowest part of the sidewall sees

higher reaction rate owing to a slight increase in the precursor density at the trench bottom due to the trench

termination. Note that site fraction evolution of Si−NHx(s) and Si−NHx−HCD(s) is complementary because

of overall site conservation, i.e. sum of all site fractions at the surface
∑

Zk = 1. The real transient time to
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Figure 3: Transient evolution of (top) −HCD terminated sites fractions and (bottom) −NHx terminated site
fractions during ALD process for trench feature with 5 micron open width and 100 micron height.

Figure 4: Transient evolution of (top) −HCD terminated sites fractions and (bottom) −NHx terminated site
fractions during ALD process for trench feature with 100 nm open width and 50 micron height.
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Figure 5: Gas phase HCD precursor molecule density in the domain at the end of the process transient when
the saturation of the ALD step is reached.

saturation for the process is about 300 sec. as seen in the time for the −HCD terminated sites to fill over the

entire length of the sidewall.

Another simulation was conducted for a similar trench pattern but much smaller feature length scale of 100

nm width and 50 micron height. The surface site fraction evolution along the sidewall for both the surface

species is shown in Figure 4. Note the results indicate increase statistical scatter owing to the much smaller

feature size. Also the saturation time for the smaller feature increases to > 500 sec.

Finally, Figure 5 shows the gas phase HCD precursor molecule density in the domain at the end of the

process transient when the saturation of the ALD step is reached. The density is highest at the inflow boundaries

where the HCD molecules are launched into the domain. Even though there is no sticking at the walls after

saturation, the HCD density shows a depletion along the height of the trench. This density gradient is related

to the equilibrium gas density resulting from the molecular accommodation and the isotropic reemission from

the trench sidewalls. This density gradient is usually quantified by the “transmission probability” or “Clausing

factor” for free molecular flows in long structures. [5]
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